Platinum Recoveries Ltd

Specialist Catalytic
Converter Recycling
Platinum Recoveries Limited is the
UK’s largest exclusive Catalytic
converter Recycler.
OVERVIEW
The primary mode of operation is for PRL to
purchase spent catalytic converters from various sources including fleet management companies , vehicle maintainers, vehicle breakers,
collectors, waste companies and approved
treatment facilities

Best Possible Prices for your used automotive cats

Are you throwing a valuable profit stream into
the scrap bin?

Quick, easy transactions with nationwide
collection service
Flexible payment arrangements

Picture above is a stillage bin containing over £3,400 of used auto cats.
Licensed by the Environment Agency
Every day used cats are thrown into the fleet and vehicle workshop’s scrap bins
and the only value recovered is that of the weight of the metal.

Transparent, consistent valuations

Platinum Recoveries Ltd is the UK’s largest exclusive catalytic converter recycler.
Operating nationwide, PRL buy used automotive cats direct and process them.
PRL is committed to building long term business relationships and guarantee to
pay a true market value for your auto cats. With our state-of-the art assay laboratory in-house facility, we sample your used auto cats to give you an accurate and
true value. Prompt and flexible payment arrangements ensure that you will al-
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ways get a speedy financial return on your assets and we will provide a revenue
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stream based on true market values.
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All auto cats received are normally processed during the same day they arrive at
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our Swindon facility and we will arrange free collection direct from your work-
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shops by our specialist team (min quantities apply) at a time to suit you. Receipts
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are always given on collection and dependent upon your choice of payment arrangement the monies due will be in your account no later than 7 days following
collection.

T: 01793 828283
F:01793 826877

Ring 01793 828283 and try our service levels, and let PRL deliver a new profit
stream to your company.

www.platinumrecoveries.com

